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What do we offer?

Our Micropac® DUO is a combination unit which utilises
an air-driven pump, and one of our hydraulic hand pumps
which gives you the flexibility to move lots of fluid with no 
effort, and then fine tune by hand up to your desired test
pressure.

Air driven pumps are available with flow rates up to 
8L/min (” ” units), or maximum pressures up to 700 barHi-Flo
(” ” units.)Compact

Hydraulic hand pumps can be  or .single-speed two-speed
Options from 50 bar to 700 bar max pressure.

These pumps are then fitted to our 316 stainless steel 
two-wheel trolleys, with capacity of  or .20L 50L

See Datasheet 250002900 for ordering codes.
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Drawing Number 

DUO- - -C 2TMW

CDUO- - -MW 5T

H 5TDUO- - -MW

DUO- - -C 2TMD

CDUO- - -MD 5T

H 5TDUO- - -MD

Description 

DUO unit, with a “ ” air driven pump, coupled withCompact
a  hand pump, fitted on a  two-wheel trolley.Single Speed “MW” 20 litre

DUO unit, with a “ ” air driven pump, coupled withCompact
a  hand pump, fitted on a  two-wheel trolley.Single Speed “MW” 50 litre

DUO unit, with a “ ” air driven pump, coupled withHi-Flo
a  hand pump, fitted on a  two-wheel trolley.Single Speed “MW” 50 litre

DUO unit, with a “ ” air driven pump, coupled withCompact
a  hand pump, fitted on a  two-wheel trolley.Two Speed “MD” 20 litre

DUO unit, with a “ ” air driven pump, coupled withCompact
a  hand pump, fitted on a  two-wheel trolley.Two Speed “MD” 50 litre

DUO unit, with a “ ” air driven pump, coupled withHi-Flo
a  hand pump, fitted on a  two-wheel trolley.Two Speed “MD” 50 litre














